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Early RV measurements (HARPS)



CoRoT-7b (old det.)







Prot=23.64 d

Queloz, Bouchy, Moutou,
Hatzes &c. A&A 2009 (in press)



f=0.27 d-1

P=3.7 d

Obs: Nyquist ~ 0.5 d-1



f=1.172 d-1

P=0.853 d = 20.5 h



CoRoT – 7 b

Queloz, Bouchy, Moutou,
Hatzes &c. A&A 2009 (in press)

= 4.2 R*

Radius (Rearth)                       1.68 +/- 0.09



CoRoT – 7 c

Queloz, Bouchy, Moutou,
Hatzes &c. A&A 2009 (in press)



Structure of CoRoT – 7 b

Léger, Rouan, Schneider &c. A&A 2009 (in press)
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a-c = 5aH         ~ 280 km
a-b = 3.75bH    ~ 210 km

Static tide 
Roche ellipsoid

R~10960 km
m~4.8 mE

CoRoT 7b
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a-c = 5 λλλλ aH         ~ 215 km
a-b = 3.75 λλλλ bH    ~ 160 km

If non-homogeneity is taken into account
Multiply by  λλλλ = ks / kf.
For the Earth λλλλ=0.78



Mignard’s approach

Next steps
F=-grad U(r)
r*=r

Dynamical tide



MIGNARD’s force

The Moon and the Planets, 30, 301 (1979)

Reproduces Darwin (1880) 
• constant time lag and k
• checked to 3rd. order in e,i

!!!



N.B. Tides in the star and in the planet

Relative importance given by

>> 1

[e>0 � pl >> star]



Inner planet only
(Hot super-Earth)



Results of tidal evolution study

Model: Star + 2planets

- NO longer interaction with a disc

- Neglecting tides in the outer planet (it is

too far away from the star)

- Neglecting tides on the star (they are

important, but in a Gyr timescale only.)



Initial conditions chosen such that the system 

angular momentum is the same of the first

orbits determined by CoRoT+RV

Initial conditions chosen such that the initial

system is gravitationally stationary 

(i.e. with constant eccentricity and ∆ϖ )∆ϖ )∆ϖ )∆ϖ )



Eccentricities

N.B. Both eccentricities are damped even if only

tides on the inner planet are considered.

The damping of e2 is a consequence of the 

conservation of total angular momentum

N.B, e2 is damped to very small values (see inset). 



Semi-

Major

Axes

N.B. a2 remains almost constant, but has jumps  

when mean-motion resonances are crossed 

(exchange of energy between planets).

N.B. Is only effective while e1 is not zero.

N.B. Lifetime ~1 Gyr (Star tide acting alone).



Periods

N.B. The rotation period reaches the stationary

value (dashed line) very soon.

N.B. The rotation period remains super

synchronous while e1 is not zero.



Some complementary information:

Corot-7b adopted tidal parameters:

k2 = 0.3

Q = 20 - 30

(Earth-like)

Theory: Darwin’s, but using Mignard’s 

expression for the force and torque.

Numerical integrator: Everhart’s RA15



Eccentricities

Evolution

- The dashed line shows the locus of the solutions

gravitationally stationary (LSS) with same 

angular momentum and a2.

- Red line: simulation (spikes are resonance crossings)

- Nonstationary initial  values are tidally driven 

to the stationary one quickly (<< 1 Myr). 
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To see the Physics (Angular Momentum 
conservation) use hypothetical model:

masses 5 m_Earth & 1 m_Jupiter

semi-axes 0.04 and 0.1 AU

(model previously studied by Zhou & Lin)
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Evolution of the
Semi-major axes



Evolution of the
Eccentricities

x 100

x 100

SCALING !
(to be handled    
with extreme        
care)



x 100

Joint variation
of e, ∆ϖ∆ϖ∆ϖ∆ϖ



2 planets secular dynamics (planar case)

when a1/a2 decreases the centers move 
towards the origin of the plane (e1=e2=0)
(N.B. a2 fixed)



Angular Momentum

e1 ~~ frozen
a1 decreasing

} L1 decreases

�L2 must increase
� e2 decreases

� L constant

NB. I1Ω1 very small
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